SLIM
List price $499

FLEX
List price $499

WE MAKE YACHTING PLEASANT
Dinghy Rings Sweden AB strive to be the best at what we do and we are
more than happy to receive feedback from customers. Please send e-mail to
info@dinghyrings.se.
Go ahead and enjoy the summer, or as we say: Dock it, drop it, and rock it!

Watch our video on www.dinghyrings.com

BOLD
For safety and pleasure on
power boats and sailing yachts

For fishing and fun on
recreational vehicles

List price $999

Contact us
Office +46 (0)10-164 04 00
Hours 9 am -– 12 am
E-mail info@dinghyrings.se
Hours 24/7
Web
www.dinghyrings.se
Dinghy Rings Sweden AB
Lingonvägen 4
192 48 Sollentuna, SWEDEN

PATENTED
PRODUCT

SWEDISH

INNOVATION

THE rotating dinghy davit

A small outboard can be
kept mounted
on the dinghy.

All the visable
parts of Dinghy
Rings are detachable, such
as the rings.

A new innovation from Sweden

Designed for
your convenience
The philosophy behind Dinghy Rings is simple – enjoy your
boat life with comfort and style. That’s why the rotating davit
is discreet and detachable with an intuitive and unique design.
Instead of lifting your dinghy aboard, deflating and inflating it
or leaving it in the water, Dinghy Rings let you raise your dinghy in an easy and quick way to an upright position.

PATENTED
PRODUCT

SWEDISH

INNOVATION

The accessory
Pontoon
LINK is mounted
on flat
or light domed
pontoon
endings, for mak
ing inflatable din
ghies
without coonica
l pontoon
endings compatib
le with
Dinghy Rings.

BOLD

SLIM

FLEX

Dinghy Rings BOLD is mounted under a
wide external swim platform 110 –400
centimeters. All of the mountings are hidden
and both the middle arc and the rings are
detachable.
Dinghy Rings supports inflatable dinghies up
to 60 kilos or 3,5 meters.

Dinghy Rings SLIM is mounted under a
narrow external swim platform up to 90 centimeters. All of the mountings are hidden underneith the platform and the rings are easily
detachable. Can be combined with a ladder.
Dinghy Rings supports inflatable dinghies up
to 60 kilos or 3,5 meters.

Specifications: 54/48/25 mm stainless steel AISI 316,
Polypropen, straps in UV-resistant polyester, weight 9 kilos.

Specifications: 30/25 mm stainless steel AISI 316, Polypropen, straps in UV-resistant polyester, weight 4 kilos.

Dinghy Rings FLEX is hung over the stern,
bow or side of a boat. It’s adjustable in height
and fits almost any boat. The accessory can
be taken apart for storage and is designed
for multi use, such as dinghy storage on
mobile homes, trailers or in garages. Dinghy
Rings supports inflatable dinghies up to 50
kilos or 3,5 meters.
Specifications: 30/25 mm stainless steel AISI 316, UVresistant grey EVA foam wheels, weight 5 kilos.

Reverse the dinghy astern of your boat, place the rear ends
of the dinghy’s pontoons in the rings, secure the dinghy and
pull to lift it as the rings rotate. It hoists your inflatable in
harbour or while cruising and suites almost any motorboat or
sailing yacht.
•

Convenient, easily handled by one person

•

Discreet and detachable

•

Stable, as the weight is distributed equally

•

Quick launch in emergency situations

•

Affordable, thanks to a simple an clever design

When standing, the dinghy can’t be flooded, it takes almost
no space, and even a small engine can be kept mounted
under certain circumstances.

The rings and the middle arc are shaped to enhance the
looks of the stern. All of the stainless steel parts are made
of mirror polished pipes. At high speeds you only lift the
dinghy to 45 degrees.

When sailing in calm wheather, you only lift the dinghy to 45 degrees,
then you still have the back view and the wind does not grab the dinghy.

